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This report was created by analysts from the Virality Project, a coalition of research entities focused on
real-time detection, analysis, and response to COVID-19 anti-vaccine mis- and disinformation. The
Virality Project aims to support information exchange between public health officials, government, and
social media platforms through weekly briefings and real-time incident response.

Public officials and health organizations interested in officially joining this collaboration can reach the
partnership at info@viralityproject.org.
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Key Takeaways
● This week, Krispy Kreme’s offer of free donuts for people who have been vaccinated dominated

online conversations about vaccines. While the story received widespread coverage, anti-vax and
right-wing accounts used the conversation to elevate false claims about safety concerns and
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corporate overreach. Organizations should be prepared to deal with anti-vax attention as they
offer incentives for vaccinated people.

● As COVID-19 cases spiked in some states, anti-vaccine activists cited poorly worded headlines
from various legitimate magazines to falsely connect vaccine rollout to COVID-19 cases. This
incident served as yet another reminder that headlines discussing vaccines can easily be taken out
of context.

● An online event this week jointly hosted between prominent anti-vax activists and QAnon
supporters was the latest example of the convergence of online tactics between these groups.
Mutual concerns about government overreach have led to these groups amplifying each
other’s platforms.

Virality Project Update: The Vaccine Passport Narrative in Vaccine Hesitant
Communities

● Yesterday, we published a blogpost analyzing the ongoing discussions about vaccine passports in
vaccine-hesitant communities. This conversation focuses both on what applications such
documents would have, as well as what form the documentation will take.

● Vaccine passports are being framed as a way to limit the freedoms of the people by the
government and “Big Tech”

● Digitizing proof of vaccination status is also being framed as a way to systematically
disadvantage vulnerable populations.

● Misleading frames about vaccine passports can happen on both left and right-leaning political
circles, but at the moment, the narrative that vaccine passports are a loss of freedom and rights is
being pushed across online right-wing conversation.

● The narrative of vaccine passports being a loss of rights and freedoms is something we have
covered in previous briefings as a talking point pushed by anti-vaccine communities and in
relation to announcements in the UK about a potential vaccine passport program. At the time of
this briefing, we have seen these talking points move beyond anti-vaccination and conspiratorial
communities to conservative, “medical freedom,” and some left leaning accounts (but not as
widespread as right leaning accounts). With recent public statements by politicians, the vaccine
passport conversation will continue to evolve both based on US actors and foreign policies (e.g,
EU, Israel).

● These critiques are part of a larger, anti-vaccination narrative about the loss of rights and
freedoms (traditionally framed in relationship to mandates for childhood vaccinations). However,
proof of vaccination for travel or school attendance is a long-established practice in many places
worldwide including the US.

● The conversation will evolve into not just what documentation would be required, but into what
circumstances would it be required (e.g., travelling internationally vs. entering a business). As
mentioned in this briefing below, there are already guides online on how to make fake vaccination
cards, which we expect to increase in relation to the vaccine passport issue.

● We expect the vaccine passport debate to continue as a key talking point especially bridging the
anti vax community with the right-wing media sphere. This is an additional concern because
content moderation policies on social media platforms will most likely not moderate these
conversations, which promote traditional anti-vaccine narratives.

https://www.viralityproject.org/rapid-response/the-vaccine-passport-narrative-in-vaccine-hesitant-communities
https://www.viralityproject.org/rapid-response/the-vaccine-passport-narrative-in-vaccine-hesitant-communities
https://twitter.com/DonaldJTrumpJr/status/1376637368971694080
https://twitter.com/GovMikeHuckabee/status/1376843024613965824?s=20
https://twitter.com/RightWingWatch/status/1376900032184586245?s=20
https://twitter.com/SebGorka/status/1376706846178881545?s=20
https://twitter.com/randpaul/status/1376888483927756800?s=21
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/60025974f9f7920e6b40885b/t/603e7fad7f1400653a7e1487/1614708657500/Virality+Project+-+February+23rd+Weekly+Briefing.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/60025974f9f7920e6b40885b/t/603e8e48a19e1d15aadbb45b/1614712397576/Virality+Project+-+March+2+Weekly+Briefing+%281%29.pdf#page=5&zoom=100,96,737
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/politics-government/state-politics/article250294140.html
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Events this week:
This section contains key events from this past week as identified by our analysts and stakeholder
partners.

Krispy Kreme’s vaccine promotion generates controversy and conspiracy theories
among Right Wing and Anti-Vax communities

● Krispy Kreme announced that they would provide free donuts to people who received the
COVID-19 vaccine and were met with criticism and allegations of hypocrisy (for offering a
product that contributes to COVID-19 comorbidities while also incentivizing a choice that
prevents COVID-19).

● While the concern about the health concerns around donuts was not limited to anti-vaccine
accounts, anti-vaxxers leveraged this attention and social media discussion to reiterate false
claims that the vaccine is experimental and accused Krispy Kreme of medical discrimination.

● Natural health Facebook pages alleged that this promotion proved that the goal of COVID-19
vaccine distribution is not health. For example, one post, which received 1.4K interactions,
questions why an unhealthy food would be used to incentivize a supposedly healthy choice.

● Additionally, Rizza Islam, an anti-vaccine figure associated with the Nation of Islam who
previously promoted the Medical Racism documentary discussed in a previous briefing, tweeted a
claim that Big Pharma may have compensated Krispy Kreme to give donuts to promote their
vaccine, which he called “experimental.” His Tweet received 700 interactions on Twitter, and
screenshots have spread to Instagram.

● On Patriots.win, an online forum for Trump supporters, a top comment encourages using a forged
vaccine card to get the free donut. Overall, comments reiterate the irony that Krispy Kreme also
promotes unhealthy foods. The thread has over 1K upvotes.

● A New Jersey gym owner received online attention for his offer of free gym memberships to
people who refused to get a vaccine, in response to Krispy Kreme’s offer. This story has been
shared by conservative commentators such as Glenn Beck and alternative health accounts.

● Out of the top 30 Facebook posts about vaccines and Krispy Kreme, stories discussing Krispy
Kreme’s promotion received roughly 110K interactions while posts about the New Jersey gym
promotion received 85K interactions.

● Takeaway: The Krispy Kreme promotion, while a brand marketing effort, was seemingly
intended as a gesture to encourage vaccination. However, it generated controversy. This dynamic
may be leveraged as a data void, in which people searching for content for a unique phrase
(“krispy kreme vaccine”) find content with false medical information.

Headlines about COVID-19 cases spiking in states with high vaccination rates
prompt concerns about vaccine efficacy

● On March 18, Forbes Magazine published the article, “Covid Spiking In Over A Dozen
States—Most With High Vaccination Rates.” The article explains that highly contagious variants

https://www.facebook.com/KrispyKreme/posts/10158703271046001
https://www.facebook.com/KrispyKreme/posts/10158703271046001
https://www.facebook.com/1646874365530472/posts/3017531518464743
https://twitter.com/DrLeanaWen/status/1374519962136551424
https://twitter.com/DrLeanaWen/status/1374519962136551424
https://www.facebook.com/36103867380/posts/10159033382457381
https://www.facebook.com/36103867380/posts/10159033382457381
https://www.facebook.com/12566691349/posts/10159237701276350
https://www.facebook.com/earthley/posts/2244810805654491
https://twitter.com/IslamRizza/status/1374146552696950787
https://twitter.com/IslamRizza/status/1374146552696950787
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMvY-gmLYn7/
https://patriots.win/p/12hl5I6NDY/welp--i-just-permabanned-krispy-/c/
https://patriots.win/p/12hl5I6NDY/welp--i-just-permabanned-krispy-/c/
https://www.theblaze.com/news/nj-gym-owner-free-memberships?utm_content=buffer2d371&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=facebook&utm_campaign=fb-glennbeck&fbclid=IwAR2_V95Lw-hXFckZzchFex73C4TpvR6O8hbljNRn79lyvD0GS61gP02InBU
https://www.theblaze.com/news/nj-gym-owner-free-memberships?utm_content=buffer2d371&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=facebook&utm_campaign=fb-glennbeck&fbclid=IwAR2_V95Lw-hXFckZzchFex73C4TpvR6O8hbljNRn79lyvD0GS61gP02InBU
https://www.facebook.com/36400348187/posts/10159148484343188
https://www.facebook.com/300588559642/posts/10159033111609643
https://www.forbes.com/sites/nicholasreimann/2021/03/18/covid-spiking-in-over-a-dozen-states-most-with-high-vaccination-rates/?sh=76df8c6d3ec4
https://www.forbes.com/sites/nicholasreimann/2021/03/18/covid-spiking-in-over-a-dozen-states-most-with-high-vaccination-rates/?sh=76df8c6d3ec4
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are causing the increase in COVID-19 cases, and that “national vaccination efforts are in a race
against the contagious strains.”

● While the article is not intended to further COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy, prominent anti-vax
activists shared the headline on Facebook and Twitter to undermine confidence in the efficacy of
COVID-19 vaccines.

● While comments on the Facebook post from Forbes itself mostly point out that vaccination rates
and COVID-19 cases are unrelated, the headline alone is effective enough that it has been
leveraged by those opposed to the vaccine.

● The Forbes article has received roughly 14K interactions on Facebook with roughly 7.9K of those
interactions occurring on anti-vaccine shares of the story. It has also received 1.8K interactions on
anti-vax Instagram posts and has been posted on conspiracy theory subreddits.

● Additional articles from The Atlantic and Intelligencer on rising COVID-19 rates have also been
shared to discredit vaccine efficacy, though these have received less attention. The Atlantic
article, titled “Don’t Be Surprised When Vaccinated People Get Infected,” received 6.2K
interactions through Facebook anti-vax posts.

● Takeaway: News organizations should ensure that article headlines are not worded such that
they can be taken out of context to further anti-vax narratives.

Re:Union Summit brings together anti-vax and QAnon wellness influencers,
signifying ongoing relationship

● The Re:Union Summit, an event with high-profile anti-vax activists and QAnon wellness
influencers slated to speak, took place last week. Videos of panels and speakers from the event
are still available on the event website. The number of attendees is not listed, although the
Telegram channel for the event has close to 3.5K members.

● Some of the most notable speakers include Chef Pete Evans, Dr. Dolores Cahill, Dr. Rashid
Buttar, and Kelly Brogan M.D., all of whom have used their large online platforms to promote
COVID-19 misinformation and conspiracies, vaccine misinformation, as well as QAnon content.

● References to “freedom,” “increased centralization” of power, and “waking up” in the
promotional content indicate the continued overlap of health misinformation accounts and more
conspiracy-theory-oriented accounts. A social media profile of the summit co-creator Josh del
Sol, for instance, features 5G and Bill Gates conspiracies, anti-mask and anti-vax content,
COVID-19 hoaxes, QAnon content, and general authoritarianism-focused conspiracy theories.

● The most popular content related to the event has come from speakers promoting it, including
Troy Casey, Sayer Ji, Alec Zeck, and Dr. Tommy John. Other content from the event has yet to be
posted, although it appears that one interview from the event has been uploaded to RE:Union’s
YouTube channel.

● The event also lists Telegram and Discord channels for participants. Similar to the event copy, the
Telegram channel contains a mix of content on “higher consciousness” and self-help advice
interspersed with anti-vax content and a coordinated effort to attack the Center for Countering
Digital Hate’s report on anti-vax influencers.

● Takeaway: This event is the latest example of a convergence in rhetoric between anti-vax and
QAnon influencers. The overlap in concerns about “freedom” and government overreach
have provided opportunities for these communities to amplify each other’s platforms.

https://www.facebook.com/HealthNutNews/posts/4580061908675627
https://twitter.com/delbigtree/status/1372984081009442817
https://www.facebook.com/30911162508/posts/10159426904067509
https://www.reddit.com/comments/m9pn6d
https://www.reddit.com/comments/m9pn6d
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2021/03/vaccine-breakthrough-cases/618330/
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2021/02/why-are-cases-rising-in-israel-the-most-vaccinated-country.html
https://www.facebook.com/HealthNutNews/posts/4577557778926040
https://2021.reunionsummit.com/
https://2021.reunionsummit.com/
https://t.me/reunioncommunity
https://2021.reunionsummit.com/speakers/pete-evans/
https://2021.reunionsummit.com/speakers/dolores-cahill/
https://2021.reunionsummit.com/speakers/rashid-buttar/
https://2021.reunionsummit.com/speakers/rashid-buttar/
https://2021.reunionsummit.com/speakers/kelly-brogan/
https://www.facebook.com/josh.del.sol
https://www.facebook.com/josh.del.sol
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CMYFwH-BUOk/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMe-pRTAN9T/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMNasnJAd-g/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMr-ZJbscDB/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC__gDLdpGQmezdCl0lAnnYQ/videos
https://t.me/reunioncommunity
http://reunionsummit.com/discord
https://t.me/reunioncommunity/174
https://www.counterhate.com/disinformationdozen
https://www.counterhate.com/disinformationdozen
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Non-English and Foreign Spotlight:
This section highlights content in additional languages and content spread by foreign state
media. The non-English content and foreign state media targets users in the U.S. though may
also have international spread.

Russian state media outlets claim fake vaccines bound for Honduras are part of an
“information attack”

○ On March 18, Mexican customs officials seized 1,155 vials containing more than 5,700 doses of
fake Sputnik V vaccines aboard a private plane headed for Honduras.

○ Mexican officials did not determine the veracity of the doses, but the Russian Direct Investment
Fund reviewed the packaging to make the determination. This determination was echoed by the
Sputnik V account on Twitter with more details on the discrepancy and added images as alleged
proof.

○ Russia is framing this as a geopolitics-motivated influence operation. The RT Instagram channel
wrote, “The discovery of the fake haul comes amid a wave of perceived 'information attacks' by
the West after it was revealed the US attempted to strongarm Brazil into rejecting Sputnik V.
Kremlin officials have voiced concerns about other potential attempts to stop the rollout of
Sputnik V, pointing the finger at controversial billionaire George Soros and the US government,
among others. ”

○ In their original statement, the Russian Direct Investment Fund said, “This is an example of
possible provocations against Sputnik V just as Russian officials warned last week. Mexican
government stopped and prevented this provocation possibly aimed at discrediting Sputnik V
vaccine through shipment of fake vaccine.”

○ 7% of the comments on archived posts mentioned these fake vaccines were an inside job. Of
those, half blamed the CIA. 30% of the comments claimed that concerns of fake vaccines were
one of the many reasons why they would not receive a vaccine.

○ Reporting also emerged claiming over 1,000 fake Sputnik V vaccines had been administered in
Honduras.

Telegram messages tell Chinese Trump supporters to decline vaccine
● Two messages spreading in a Chinese language Telegram group with more than 6,000 members

advise Trump supporters not to be vaccinated.
● One message claims that Trump was forced to support vaccination and that his “100% support” of

hydroxychloroquine is a clue that he does not want people to be vaccinated. This message has
been viewed more than 4.9K times.

● Another message from the same Telegram account shared an anonymous survey that said 97% of
respondents would decline the COVID-19 vaccine. The message also says that real Trump
supporters should not be vaccinated, as vaccines are part of the deep state plot against Trump.
That message has been viewed 4.4K times.

https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/mexico-seizes-fake-sputnik-vaccine-bound-honduras-76536475
https://rdif.ru/Eng_fullNews/6527/
https://rdif.ru/Eng_fullNews/6527/
https://twitter.com/sputnikvaccine/status/1372559220688760836
https://twitter.com/sputnikvaccine/status/1372559220688760836
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMmapWkHPlr/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMmapWkHPlr/
https://rdif.ru/Eng_fullNews/6527/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9402425/Mexican-health-board-looks-claim-1-000-factory-workers-got-fake-Sputnik-V-shots.html
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Father of actress Carmen Madrid dies three weeks after receiving Covid-19
vaccine

● Carmen Madrid, a Mexican telenovela actress, is speaking out about her father’s death, which she
says happened three weeks after he received the Sputnik V COVID-19 vaccine and experienced
negative side effects.

● Spanish-language outlets have covered his death and shared the story on social media, including
People en Español, Univision, De Primero Mano, Ventaneando, and Imagen Televisión, garnering
more than 260K engagements across Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube. A few mentions of the
story received low engagement on Twitter.

● At least one clip of Madrid’s interview on De Primero Mano has also appeared on TikTok, though
it has not received much traction.

● Takeaway: This story is not explicitly anti-vaccination and has not yet garnered widespread
attention in the anti-vaccination community. However, it has the potential to be exploited, as
we have previously observed as high-profile deaths following vaccines are used to further
vaccine safety concerns.

Ongoing Themes and Tactics:
This section highlights ongoing themes and tactics that we track each week including notable
vaccine injury stories and overall key statistics about online vaccine discussions.

Ongoing Theme: Eugenio Derbez’s interview with Anthony Fauci picked up by
Children’s Health Defense

● On March 10, Mexican celebrity Eugenio Derbez interviewed Anthony Fauci on Derbez’s
Instagram account. Derbez, who admitted he had doubts about the Covid-19 vaccine, asked Fauci
several questions framed from an anti-vaccination perspective. We covered this story previously
in Weekly Briefing #12.

● On March 19, Children’s Health Defense covered the story and translated the full interview into
English. CHD received 1,100 Facebook engagements on the story.

● Takeaway: While we often see English-language anti-vaccine content and narratives
subsequently translated into other languages, in this case, a vaccine skeptical story emerged in
Spanish and was later translated and packaged for consumption for an English-speaking
anti-vaccine audience.

Ongoing Theme: Bill Gates implicated in vaccine conspiracies, including vaccine
passport

● Spanish language YouTube channel Parafantástico shared a video making conspiratorial claims
about vaccines, including that Bill Gates and the Rockefeller Foundation will profit from the
introduction of vaccine passports. The video achieved more than 99,000 views in six days.

https://www.facebook.com/7741299484/posts/10159233309544485
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMuvZw2Hgs3/
https://www.facebook.com/398097340586768/posts/1326098357786657
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yGvOpNFv68Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KoW6zozKJNA
https://www.tiktok.com/@85brianna/video/6943273305730272518
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMQOqwxDNy0/
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/60025974f9f7920e6b40885b/t/6051092051a65b78712b58a0/1615923493973/Virality+Project+-+March+16+Weekly+Briefing.pdf
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/eugenio-derbez-grills-fauci-interview/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDELrgcBAh9hAKfZc_B-CCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VuyHzxAV_v0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VuyHzxAV_v0
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● The video has spread through a small number of Facebook groups (2.5K engagements total) and
was shared in at least one Spanish language anti-vaccination Telegram group with 2,000+
members.

● The video cites the ID2020 conspiracy and claims that vaccine passports are part of it.

Key Statistics

Here we contextualize the above narratives by examining the engagement of other posts from this week.

● The top Facebook post from this week containing the word “vaccine” was a photo by Yeah1
Music, captioned in Vietnamese, of Deputy Prime Minister of Vietnam Vũ Đức Đam getting
vaccinated from the “made in Vietnam'' vaccine Nanocovax. The post had over 136K interactions.

● This week’s top Instagram post containing the word “vaccine” is a picture of the Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge standing in Westminster Abbey with masks, posted by their account
kensingtonroyal. This post discussed the vaccination center run out of that area and has around
423K interactions.

● This week’s top post with the word “vaccine” on Reddit is from /r/mildlyinteresting/. The post
shows someone showing a label with “3-Skittles” and “2-Smarties” with a package of candies
that they purportedly received after getting a COVID-19 vaccine. This post has over 85K upvotes
and 2.9K comments. In some comments, users seemed to think that this meant the person was in
the “placebo group,” although some of these comments may have been joking.

● This week’s top post from a recurring anti-vax influencer on Facebook was from Erin at
Health Nut News, who shared an article on thehill.com that lists her as one of “12 prominent
people” who are “responsible for two-thirds of anti-vaccine content online” and asks users to join
Health Freedom Group. It had 2.6K likes and 257 shares.

● This week’s top Tweet from a recurring anti-vax activist on Twitter was from Naomi Wolf,
who retweeted a clip of her interview on Fox News. In the clip, she refers to vaccine passports as
“the end of human liberty in the West” and claims that the platforms supporting vaccine passports
will have access to personal financial and geolocation information. The Tweet has received over
21K interactions.

https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/bill-gates-id2020/
https://www.facebook.com/100044447978908/posts/295534865271444
https://www.facebook.com/yeah1music
https://www.facebook.com/yeah1music
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMxRRaBlSms/
https://www.instagram.com/kensingtonroyal/
https://www.reddit.com/r/mildlyinteresting/comments/mbms6s/when_i_got_my_covid_vaccine_they_gave_me_some/
https://www.reddit.com/r/mildlyinteresting/
https://www.facebook.com/HealthNutNews/posts/4591441600870991
https://www.facebook.com/HealthNutNews/
https://www.facebook.com/HealthNutNews/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/837407633450897/
https://twitter.com/naomirwolf/status/1376373126032977920?s=20
https://twitter.com/naomirwolf
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Appendix
We have included some notable screenshots from the above incidents. More screenshots and assets can be
made available, upon request and as needed!

Links Screenshot

Anti-vax accounts heavily criticized
Krispy Kreme’s donut promotion. On
Krispy Kreme’s Facebook
announcement, anti-vaxxers posted
criticism.

After Forbes published an article with a
headline that inadvertently linked
vaccines to rising COVID-19 case rates,
prominent anti-vax activists used the
article to sow doubt in COVID-19
vaccine efficacy. Some of the top
comments on Forbes’ Facebook post
tended to push back on the idea that
vaccines are at fault while the top
comments on various anti-vax posts
expressed concern about vaccine efficacy.

Forbes:

Erin at Health Nut News:

https://www.facebook.com/KrispyKreme/posts/10158703271046001
https://www.facebook.com/KrispyKreme/posts/10158703271046001
https://www.facebook.com/30911162508/posts/10159426904067509
https://www.facebook.com/HealthNutNews/posts/4580061908675627
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The Re:Union Summit anti-vax Telegram
channel has 3.34K subscribers. The
organizers asked members to comment
on the Center for Countering Digital
Hate’s report that identified 12
anti-vaxxers responsible for the majority
of misinformation.
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Messages spreading in a Chinese
language Telegram group with more than
6,000 members advise Trump supporters
not to be vaccinated.

The first message claims that Trump was
forced to support vaccination and that his
“100% support” of hydroxychloroquine
is a clue that he does not want people to
be vaccinated. This message has been
viewed more than 4.9K times.
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A second message, from the same
Telegram account, shared an anonymous
survey that said 97% of respondents
would decline the Covid-19 vaccine. The
message also says that real Trump
supporters should not be vaccinated, as
vaccines are part of the deep state plot
against Trump. That message has been
viewed 4.4K times.


